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HEBREW AND YIDDISH SONGS

THE MUSIC

Here are twelve familiar and beloved Hebrew and Yiddish melodies, sung in the warm and sunny style of Cantor Sholom Katz. We have chosen these from a vast repertoire, with which he is an authority on all over the world. He has studied all the music and languages, and has a wealth of knowledge of the traditions of the old country.

And this one does. When you hear the music of the new Jerusalem, you can feel the warmth and joy of the old country's melodies. As the Jewish people wandered from land to land through the centuries, so their music traveled with them, their melodies carrying their culture and their traditions. Now, through the music of Cantor Sholom Katz, you can relive the past and be transported back to the days of yore.

These melodies are a true reflection of the Jewish spirit, and a testament to the enduring strength of Jewish culture. They are a reminder of the past, and a guide to the future. So listen, and let the music take you on a journey through time.
HEBREW AND YIDDISH SONGS

CANTOR SHLOM KATZ

1. ROZHINKES MIT MANDLEN (Goldfaden)
2. MEIN SHTETELLE
3. YEULAI (Shertok-Leskowitch—Rachel)
4. EL HANEHEV (Mindlin)
5. VIEG LIED (Golub)
6. ZOCHREINU L'CHAYIM (Singer)

Abe Ellstein - Piano (Nos. 1, 3, 4, & 5)
Orgar. (Nos. 2 & 6)

33 1/3 RPM
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